5 Port Ethernet Switch

Ethernet Connectivity
Tailored for Mission-Critical Applications!

Reliable Networks Globally. Industrial 5-port Ethernet switches support IEEE 802.3/802.3u/802.3x with 10/100M, full/half-duplex, MDI/MDIX autosensing RJ45 ports.

- Industrial Grade Unmanaged Network Switching
- Connection Allows Interface with:
  - BacNet Gateway
  - LonWorks Gateway
  - Building Systems for Remote Monitor and Chiller Control
  - Remote SMTP Services for Text or Email Trouble Alerts

*Please note: Some network and hardware configuration will be required.

Features and Benefits:
Connectors - Five (5) x 10/100BaseT(X) (RJ45 connector)
Form factor - IP30 plastic housing
Traffic control - Broadcast storm protection
Power Range - 12 to 48 VDC

Have more questions?
Call or email: info@jmchillers.com
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